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APPRECIATE the note; it
helps to understand the
context in which the publication
is produced and the staff's
reaction to the suggestions in
last year's critique.

✔
✔
✔

SORRY to learn of everyone's
departure; Agape has always
been an excellent lit magazine;
was poignant reading
"Students put ther hearts into
their writing this year, making
utterly sincere statements
about their responses to a
complex world."

✔
✔

COVER: intriguing photo art
and use of white rule on front
and black rule on back;
definitely arouses reader's
curiosity

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

TITLE PAGE: photo is
dramatic and intriguing; would
reduce the type point size one
point, change the rule to .5 pt,
shift that data to the bottom
and let the art dominate the
page; the art is amazing, need
to feature it more prominently;
preferable spelling of adviser is
ER

EDITORS' MESSAGE:
excellent statement of purpose

✔

TABLE OF CONTENTS: nice
work in integrating the art; for
prose need to indicate genre,
fiction, non-fiction, creative
non-fiction; you do have essay
separated out

✔

✔
✔

FOLIOS: subtle, like the
inclusion of the small art
p. 40 policies/colophon info
excellent

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
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WE are combining the
comments for essentials, verbal
and visual and doing a
narrative by specific pages; this
is the best way to approach
critiquing a publication and to
present feedback in a logical
format
pp. 4-5: love the photo, such an
expression of pure joy; the lines
of the outstretched arms repeat
the lines of the tree branches
ANATOMY OF ART:
OUTSTANDING, a topic any
creative person can relate to
because at some point they
have lost themselves in their
art; avoid beginning headlines
with an article, it diminishes the
power of the words

✔
pp. 6-7: wonderful perspective
and use of light and shadows
in the image; poem conveys
emotion, has sensory word
choice

✔
✔
✔

pp. 8-9: amazing detail in the
art; powerful personal essay;
need to also indicate the genre
under the title

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

pp. 10-11: again, amazing arts,
the eyes in the photograph and
in the digital image; shift the
Starstruck piece down to avoid
trapping white space and
consider doing as two
columns; excellent piece, just
be careful not to overuse I
pp. 12-13: instead of stopping
the essay by placing the image
in the middle, consider moving
it to the upper right corner of
the page and wrapping the text
on its left side; the photo
placement p. 13 is fine;
URBAN TRIBES - consider
doing in two or three columns
to be more reader friendly;
perfect ending

pp. 14-15: art is stunning but a
little pixelated, could be a
broken link or a small photo
was enlarged too much;
EDITORIAL - just beautiful,
poignant and so true for many
writers
pp. 16-17 art perfectly
complements the verbal
content; what a wonderful
tribute to a sister
pp. 20-21 so creative

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

pp. 22-23: Flower Child is
amazing, the detail, the eyes,
mesmerizing

✔
✔

ALTERNATIVES: interesting
topic, be careful not to over
use I; art complements

✔
✔

pp. 24-25 the shading and
shadowing in the art so well
done

✔

PRESENT TENSE: thought
provoking

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

pp. 28-29: BRANDMA
definitely makes an
impression; SENILE: so
poignant, so true
pp. 30-31: ROOTS
WITHHOLDING ME - needs
more paragraphing, avoid
overusing I; but vividly conveys
the message

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
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pp. 26-27: like the blowing
kisses point of view; THE BUG:
wonderful tribute to the
theatrical experience and Bug
is the ideal title; the emotion
and wanting is captured in the
words.

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔

pp. 32-33: excellent art;
STAGNANT MORNING:
slanted copy used effectively
here as it was on several
pieces, excellent design and
using typography as art; writing
beautiful sentiment
pp. 34-35: love the man's
expression in the photo
ME AND THE MICROSOFT
BOX: outstanding; reminds
me of the quote one of my
former journalism students said
in explaining her passion for
wriiting, ?All of my heart ends
up in ink.? What a perfect
description for a true journalist
and for you.
pp. 36-37: ENJOY THE VIEW emotional, powerful, reflective;
art conveys a sense of
loneliness

✔

✔

pp. 38-39: funny
procrastination art;
SUFFOCATION - excellent
and like the diminishing copy
effect by changing point size

✔

THE REVOLUTION: unusual
topic, excellent historical
reference piece

✔

✔
✔

✔

GENERAL COMMENTS

✔
✔

✔
✔

1. you keep paragraphs brief
in prose, EXCELLENT
2. avoid repeating I too many
times, it distracts from the
message of the piece
3. external margins properly
frame the content,
EXCELLENT
4. AVOID PLACING art so the
reader has to jump it to
complete the story

✔

5. try some two and three
column designs for prose
6. wonderful, thematic titles for
all content, EXCELLENT

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

7. slant effect on poetry works,
adds visual appeal

IF Agape continues,
CONSIDER featuring work
from the portfolios of AP Studio
Art students

✔

✔

DO an interview feature with a
student artist and an artist from
the community, could be
someone who works with
pottery or jewelry as well

✔

ASK each artist/ writer to
describe in one sentence their
inspiration for their work

✔
✔

COULD showcase a complete
portfolio of an outstanding
artist

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

394

Judge’s summary comments
A good story/poem is one which celebrates language, takes the reader on a short journey and
touches the heart or mind or the imagination. The work in your magazine succeeds in doing that.
Thomas Merton said that art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time. Many
of the visual works on the pages of Agape do just that.
Your magazine is outstanding; each page holds one's attention with its visual appeal (and the
magazine proves that four color is not needed to build visual appeal). The writing is so good; I found
myself going from piece to piece, smiling at some, emotional at others, and finding relatable
concepts and experiences in so many.
Congratulations on your Gold Medalist and All Columbian honors.

